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IN THIS paper we use the orientation of a link to introduce an additional structure on 
Kauffman’s state model of the Jones polynomial. Although this structure is extremely 
simple it immediately leads to new results about link diagrams. In this way we sharpen the 
bounds of Jones on the degrees of the Jones polynomial. 
We also formulate a conjecture about planar graphs, which implies the well known 
unknotting conjecture of Milnor. 
In [6] Kauffman gave a very simple proof that the Jones polynomial is well dcfincd. Let 
K bc an unoricnted link diagram. Following Kaulfman let the lablcs A and B mark regions 
as indicated in Fig. I. A SIU~C S of K is a choice of a splitting marker for cvcry crossing. See 
Fig. 2. Let ISI dcnotc the number of disjoint circuits (called components of S) which are the 
result of splitting all crossings of K according to the state S. Let (KIS) bc a monomial 
detincd by ( KlS) = A’Bj whcrc i is the number of splittings in the A-direction andj is the 
number of splittings in the B-direction. Kauffman defined his h&f incuriunt 
(h’)~i?[A,B,d] by setting (K)=‘&(KlS)d’“‘-‘, whcrc the summation is over all 
states of the diagram. It turned out that for B = A-’ and d = - A2 - Ae2 the Laurent 
polynomial ( K)EH[A. A-‘] is invariant under Rcidcmcistcr moves of type II and III of 
the diagram K (see Prop. 2.2 2.4. in [6]). The writhe H’(K) = H’+ - MV- is defined to be the 
algebraic number of crossings of the oricntcd diagram K with the sign plus or minus I 
according to the conventions in Fig. 3. The Jones polynomial [4] k’,(r)~Z[t, I- ‘1 is an 
ambient isotopy invariant of oriented links K and is defined by the identities: 
(i) 16 = I 
(ii) r- ’ Y r, - ryt. = (I’ 2-[-1,‘2)V, r 
Kauffman proved (Theorems 2.6 and 2.8. [6]) thatf[ K](A) = ( - A)-3”‘k’( K ) coincides 
with the Jones polynomial for A = f- 1”4, i.e./‘[K](r- ’ 4, = VK(t). 
As we have seen, although t;(t) is an invariant for oriented links, the state model of 
Kauffman uses only the underlying unoricnted diagram. 
The new idea, which is the basis of all the following considerations, is to consider the 
orientation already on the level of the bracket invariant. 
Dcjnition I. For a state S let r: (rcspcctivcly r,-) dcnotc the number of splittings of the 
positive (respcctivcly negative) crossings which do not agree with the given orientation, or 
equivalently, the number of splittings in the B (respectively A)-direction of the positive 
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(ncgativc) crossings. Using this definition the Kauffman bracket invariant can be rcwrittcn 
in the following form: 
(K) =xAH.--?r; + 2r,( _ A2 _ A -2)isl - 1 
s 
Consequently, 
/[K](A) = ( - 1)“A-2W’k’ c( _ 1)‘“‘-‘A2’~-2’;(A2+A-2)isI-I (I) 
s 
$2. A SHARPENING OF AN INEQUALITY OF JONES 
As usual, the number of Seifert circles, denoted by n(K), is the number of circuits I&J in 
the state S, in which all crossings of the diagram K are split in accordance with the 
orientation. 
Dejnition 2. The basic sate S, is that state in which all positive crossings are split with 
respect to the orientation (i.e. in A-direction) and all negative crossings are split against the 
orientation (i.e. in A-direction too). 
Let S* denote the dual state of S,. which is obtained by reversing all the splittings of S, 
(see 2.11 in [6])_ 
LEMMA 1 (Kauffman). Let K be an oriented link diagram. Then 
mindeg V,&t) 2 i(w + 1 - IS,l) - $w- 
maxdeg I’,&) < $(w - I + l&l) + $w+. 
(4) 
(5) 
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Proof: As was observed by Kauffman (proof of Proposition 2.9 in [6]) no state 
contributes a higher power of ,4 in ( K) than the state in which all crossings are split in 
the (-l-direction. Therefore the first inequality follows immediately from (I) together with 
the equality f[K](r- ’ ‘) = b;(r). The second inequality follows from applying the first 
one to the mirror imaze K! of K, using Proposition 2.7 of [6] which states that 
j-[K!](il) =f[K](A_‘). 
In the following we restrict ourself to the case of closed braids. Let the link K be the 
closure of a braid on n strings [fi] E B, and let B be a braid word in canonical generators 5, 
and their inverses 6; I representing this braid (see [Z]). We denote the number of different 
generators ~,EB, which appear in the word p by S+(p) and. respectively. the number of 
different inverse generators S; ’ E B, by 6-(/I). 
THEOREM 1. Vntivr r/w nhow assumptions 
mindeg I’K(t) > $(w + 1 - n) - w + S-(/j’) 
maxdeg C;(r) < $(w - I + TV) + M.+ -d+(P). 
(6) 
(7) 
Proof: The state S, is obtained from the state S, by reversing the splittings in the 
negative crossings. Let c! be a crossing and Ict S(p) bc a (not, complete) state in which all 
crossings but p are splittcd. The projection into the plane of that component of S( p) which 
contains p consists of two arcs ‘I,, q2 which meet in p. (see Fig. 4). Let S,,, dcnotc the state 
which is obtained from S(p) by splitting the crossing p with rcspcct to the orientation and Ict 
S,, dcnotc the state which is obtained by splitting the crossing p against the orientation. The 
orientation of K inducts a pieccwisc orientation on cvcry component of cvcry state S. We 
make the following oh.scwcr~iott: If in the interior of at Icast one of the arcs q,, q, the 
orientation changes an odd number of times then 
IS,,,1 = IS”“1 - 1. 
Fig. 4. 
If in the interior of at lcast one of the arcs y,, yz the orientation changes an even number of 
times (in particular, if one arc is oricntcd) then 
lS,,l = IS”“1 + 1. 
We start the reversing process of S, in a crossing 8;’ with the lowest index ie { I, . . , 
n - I ) and then we reverse the splittings in all other crossings of the type Si-‘. It follows 
from the observation above that the number of components of the state decreases under the 
first reversing. Under every following rcvcrsing the number of components of the state could 
always incrcasc (see Fig. 5). After reversing the splittings of all crossings 8;’ we start 
reversing the splittings in the crossings of type ii,: ’ for the next number j > i. Again there is 
an oriented arc y,, as indicated in Fig. 6. and. hence, the number of components of the state 
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decreases under the first reversing. Continuing this process WC revcrsc the splittings in all 
negative crossings and obtain the inequality. 
I&I G I&I + w- - 2ii-(/I) = n + w- - 2S-(/I). 
This inequality together with Lemma I implies the inequality (6). The inequality(7) is 
obtained from applying (6) to the mirror image K! of K. This completes the proof. 
Remark. In a weaker form (without the terms S-(/I) and S’(p)) the inequalities (6) and 
(7) were obtained by Jones ([5], Proposition 14.2) in quite a different way using the C*- 
structure on a certain von Neumann algebra. 
Example. Let /I be a braid word which contains every invcrsc generator S;’ at most 
once and let K denote the link obtained as the closure of /I. Then it follows from Theorem I 
that 
2 mindeg k’K(t) > w + 1 - n. 
It is interesting to compare this inequality with the inequality of Morton [S], Franks and 
Williams, which states that 
min dcg, P,(r. :) 2 H’ + I - n (8) 
Here P,(v, z) is the two-variable polynomial discovered by Freyd--Yetter, Lickorish-Millet. 
Ocneanu, Hoste and Przytycki-Traczyk. For example, the knot 8, (in the classical 
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Alexander-Brigs notation) has 
min dep, P,(c. :) = 2 
2 min deg I$([) = 0. 
and 
Hence for the class of representations described above (if there are any) of the knot 8, 
inequality (6) becomes stronger than inequality (8). 
$3. A SPECIAL CLASS OF BR.iIDS 
Let j.? be a word representing the braid [B] E B,. For every ie (I, . . . , n - I : we denote 
by w+ the number of entries of 6, in /I and, respectively, by w; the number of entries of S; ’ 
in /I. Let h’(b) denote the number of different generators Si, ie f I, . . . , n - I ), so that 
w+ > w; and, respectively. let b-(,5) denote the number of different inverse generators hi- 1 
so that wi- > w+. 
Dejinition 3. The braid word /II has isolated positive crossinys if the following condition 
holds: If there appears a generator di in /I’ then there don’t appear 6;‘. Si _ , , Si + , in /j. The 
braid word /I has ioslatecl necyutire crossings if whenever an inverse generator b; ’ appears in 
p then there don’t appear Si, by_‘,, hi;‘, in /I. 
THEOREM 2. Let /I he n hroid word and kt h’ hc u corresponcliny oriented link. lj /I bus 
isoluted positive crossiruys then 
maxdcg V,(~J = j(w - I + n) + w+ - h+(P). (9) 
The coefjicient u/‘the nruximul power oft in VK(t) is eyuul to + 1. lf /j bus isoluted neyutire 
crossinys then 
mindcg VK(t) = j(w + I - n) - w- + h-(/j). 
The coejjicient of the minimul power qf t in Vh.(t) is eyual to + I. 
(10) 
Prooj: We will prove (IO). The equality (9) I’dlows, as usual, from applying (IO) to the 
mirror image of K. As follows from the formula (I) the basic state S, contributes -2w 
+2w-+2(1S,I-I)ashighestpowerofAintof[~](A).AseasilyseenIS,I=n+Ci(w;-2) 
(set Fig. 7). Consequently, S, contributes - 2w + 2w- + 2n - 2 + 2’&(wi- -2)= -2w 
+ 2n - 2 + 4w- - 4b-([I) as highest power of A. As already mentioned in the proof of 
Lemma I no other state S contributes a higher power of A to/[ K](A) than S,. It remains to 
prove that S, is the unique state which contributes this highest power of A. Every non- 
oriented circle in the state S, consists of exactly two oriented arcs. Under the reversing of the 
splitting in the common points of these arcs the number of components of the state 
decreases (see Fig. 7). For any other crossing at least one of the circles which meet in this 
crossing is oriented and, hence, by reversing the splitting in this crossing the number of 
components of the state S decreases too (compare the proof of Theorem 1). This completes 
the proof. 
COROLLARY I. The Jones polqnomiul of positire (respecricelJ neyatice) braids without 
trivial split components has only positive (respectively neyutive) powers oft. 
Proof: This follows from (IO) (respectively (9)) together with the obvious inequality 
w 2 n (respectively - w 2 n). 
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Rem&. The theorem can be used as a necessary condition for a link to be representable 
as a braid with isolated positive (or negative) crossings. 
E.xamplr. The knot 8:, has the Jones polynomial P;(t) = Zt + {terms of higher dcgree~: 
Consequently. it can not be realized as a braid with isolated negative crossings. 
Rcmurk. We mention that the class of braids introduced above is a class of braids for 
which one of the dcgrccs of the Jones polynomial is determined by the basic state S, alone. 
$4. A REIATION WlTll ~III.NOR’S l!NKNOTTING CON.JlXTI~RE 
A well-known conjecture of Milnor [7] asserts that the unknotting number (i.e. the 
minimal number of crossing changes to obtain the unlink) for an algebraic link (i.e. the link 
ofa plane complex singularity) is equal to the gnus of the link. It is well-known [3] that this 
conjecture would be true, if a stronger conjecture would be true, namely. that the ribbon 
genus of an algebraic link is not smaller than its gnus. (The ribbon genus is the least genus 
of all ribbon surfaces bounded by the link, i.e. all orientable smooth properly embcddcd 
surfaces in the 4-dimensional ball for which the restriction of the radius-function to the 
surface has no local maximum.) 
Conjrcture 1. Let K be an oriented link and let MZ be any ribbon surface bounded by K. 
Then 
mindeg VK(t) < i(l - x(M’)) (I I) 
max deg C;(I) 2 $(x( 121’) - I) (12) 
where x( M’) denotes the Euler characteristic of M2. 
Let fi be a braid word rcprcscnting a braid [/I] E B,. Following Rudolph [9] we say that 
/I is given in a hand rcyuwcwtarion, if it is of the form: 
/I = (4,&y7;%425iyq;‘) *. . h&‘4rn1) 
where qi~B, for every ie f 1. . . . , m). A factor of the form qi&qi-’ is called a positire band 
and a factor of the form qid; ’ y; ’ is called a neyarire hand. Let d + (/I) denote the number of 
positive bands and, respectively, rl-(/I) denote the number of negative bands of a band 
rcprescntation /?. To every band representation /I corresponds a standard ribbon surface 
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,bfj in the 4-ball. This ribbon surface has Euler characteristic x( Mi) = n - d’(B) - d-(/I). 
A remarkable result of Rudolph [9] asserts, that for every (non-split) link K there is a band 
representation /? such that the surface .%fj realizes the ribbon genus of K. 
Using this result Conjecture 1 can be equivalently reformulated: 
mindeg t;(t) < $(w + 1 - n) + d-(/l) (13) 
max deg CL(r) 2 )(w - 1 + n) - d’(P) (14) 
for every band representation fl of the link K. Using formula (1) this becomes a conjecture 
about planar graphs. (The oriented graph is the image of the braid under the projection into 
the plane. The vertices of the graph get the sign If: 1 according to the writhe w of the 
corresponding crossing.) 
Rrmnrk. Conjecture 1 together with Theorem 2 and an inequality of Bennequin [1] 
implies the conjecture on the ribbon genus for algebraic links. Indeed, let K be an algebraic 
link. It is well-known that K can be represented by a positive braid (i.e. without negative 
crossings) and, hence, 
2 min deg t’K(t) = w + 1 - n = - xs + 1 
where xs denotes the maximal Euler characteristic of all Seifert surfaces which are bounded 
by K (see [I]). Consequently, WC obtain the desired inequality x(M’) < xs. 
Conjccturc 2 (E.utrcn~ul proprty). Let /I be a band rcprcscntation of a link K and let 
mindcg vK(t) = i(w + I - n) + d-(/l) 
(i.e. Mj realizes the ribbon genus of K). If the number of bands d’(P) + d-(P) is minimal 
bctwccn all band rcprcscntations of K such that the above equality holds then d-(/l) = 0. 
Rcmurks. I. The minimality assumption is not redundant, as shows the example 
p = (6,)(3,s;‘cj;‘). 
2. From d-(/l) = 0 doesn’t follow equality in (13). as shows the example 
/I = (S,)(S:S,S;‘). /I represents the ribbon knot 8,,, but mindeg VK(t) = - 1. 
3. It was observed by V. Turajev that Conjecture 2 implies that only the trivial knot has 
trivial Jones polynomial. Indeed, let K be a non-trivial knot with vK(t) - I. The connected 
sum K # K! of K with its mirror image K! has Jones polynomial V,, m!(r) 
= VK(f). VK!(t) E 1 (see [4]). It is well-known that K # K! is a ribbon knot. Let /I be a band 
representation of K # K! which realizes its ribbon genus and for which the number of bands 
is minimal. Then in (13) holds equality and Conjecture 2 implies that d-(/l) = 0. d+(j)) > 0 
because K # K! is known to be non-trivial. On the other hand, p! is a minimal band 
representation of (K # K!)! with d-(/3!) = d’(/l) > 0. But K # K! is amphicheiral and 
therefore in (13) holds equality for /I! too. This contradicts Conjecture 2 and, hence. 
t’,(r) f I. (In fact, t’K(f) can not even be a monomial.) 
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